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Dear Editors:

Re: "Associations of Body Mass Index, Weight-related Concerns and Behaviors With Eating Disorders Among Non-clinical Chinese Adolescents"
(2970657872722598).

Thank you so much for your email dated the 21st May 2010. We would like to express our sincere appreciation for the thorough revision. Thank you very much for editing our paper.

The manuscript has been extensively revised according to your suggestions and we have checked our manuscript for the typographical errors. The specific modifications are shown below.

We would like to resubmit this manuscript for consideration of publication.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

Thank you very much.

Sincerely yours,

Guansheng Ma, PhD
National Institute for Nutrition and Food Safety
Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention
7 Pan Jia Yuan Nan Li
Beijing 100021
Email: mags@chinacdc.net.cn; guanshengma@yahoo.com
Revision notes:

Following are the revisions of our manuscript entitled "Associations of Body Mass Index, Weight-related Concerns and Behaviors With Eating Disorders Among Non-clinical Chinese Adolescents" (2970657872722598).

Major revisions: Affiliations: Each affiliation should be written in full, in the following format: Department, Institute, (Street), City, (Postal code), Country. This may mean repeating institutional addresses if the authors are from different departments within an institution.

Response:
Page 1: we have supplemented the affiliations according to the above format:
1Department of Nutrition and Food Hygiene, School of Public Health, West Campus of Shandong University, No.44 Wenuhui Road, Ji'nan, Shandong 250012, P. R. China
2Institute of Nutrition and Food Safety, China Center for Disease Control and Prevention, No.29, Nanwei Road, Xuanwu District, Beijing, 100050, P.R.China
3Institute of Toxicology, Shandong Center for Disease Control and Prevention, No.72 Jingshi Road, Lixia District, Ji’nan, Shandong 250014, P.R.China

Minor revisions: Tracking: Please remove all tracked changes and comments from the manuscript, including strikethrough, underlined, highlighted and coloured text, ensuring that only the final version of all text remains. This may involve accepting or rejecting the tracked changes.

Response:
Throughout the manuscript, we have removed all tracked changes and comments from the manuscript, including strikethrough, underlined, highlighted and coloured text.

Email address: For the authors' email address list, please use the following format as an example:

Responses:
Page 1: revision has been made accordingly.
You Fan: you.fan@yahoo.com
Guansheng Ma: mags@chinacdc.net.cn
Guifa Xu: vyxu@edu.sd.cn

Key words: Please remove

Response:
Page 3: Key words have been removed.
Authors' Contributions: Please use initials to refer to author names.

Response:
Page 19: revisions have been made accordingly.
Y.F. and Y.L. performed the statistical analyses, interpreted the results, wrote the manuscript and made substantial contributions. G.M., Y.L., A.L. and X.H. were involved in the project design, questionnaire development and data assessment. G.M. was the principle investigator of present project. G.M. and G.X. supervised the progress of the study and revised the manuscript critically. All authors have read and approved the final version.